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A BREATH OF FRESH AIR: METHODS AND OBSTACLES FOR ACHIEVING AIR POLLUTION REDUCTION IN WASHINGTON FACTORY FARM COMMUNITIES

Linda M. Thompson*

Abstract: “Animal feeding operations (AFOs),” or, if large enough, “concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs),” have become increasingly concentrated in ownership, location, and quantity of animals since the 1950s. The Yakima Valley of central Washington is one area that has been subject to an influx of these industrial farms, raising health and environmental concerns for residents. Despite scientific evidence of potential harm, citizens have had difficulty enforcing air emissions regulation. The problem is twofold: the EPA is still working with the industry to develop a methodology for emission monitoring—the effectiveness of which remains unclear—and, assuming monitoring methods existed, the statutory framework provides numerous agricultural exemptions. State “Right-to-Farm” statutes further exempt some farms from liability under the common law. Nonetheless, this comment will demonstrate that nuisance, trespass, and/or negligence actions, if teed up correctly in light of the state Right-to-Farm statute, can operate to combat pollution from AFOs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The typical American farm has transitioned over the last five decades from a small, family-owned establishment to a large-scale industrial facility. Prior to the 1950s, American farmers raised a variety of animals and plants on their land and recycled the waste back into their fields as fertilizer. While this image still permeates the American conception of food production, since World War II the nation has rapidly moved away from this traditional farming model. In the pursuit of efficiency, farms now often operate more like factories, mass-producing only one type of crop or animal.

Of the nation’s 1.3 million farms, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) defines about 238,000 as “animal feeding operations (AFOs)” that confine animals for at least forty-five days per year and do not contain grass or vegetation in the confinement area. About five percent of these AFOs house enough animals to be classified as “concentrated/confined animal feeding operations (CAFOs).” The EPA only regulates the largest CAFOs under the Clean Water Act’s permitting program as industrial point sources of water pollution. These so-called “factory farms” have

---

2. Id.
3. Id. at 44.
8. See 40 C.F.R. § 122.23(a)-(f) (2010).
decreased in number and become larger and geographically concentrated\(^\text{10}\) in the areas that are likely the most favorable to the industry, including the Pacific Northwest.\(^\text{11}\) This concentration of AFOs dramatically affects the surrounding communities by impacting air quality, water quality, and public health.\(^\text{12}\) For example, a single large dairy farm with 1,900 cows is capable of producing more than 48,000 tons of manure in one year.\(^\text{13}\) This manure typically ends up stored in large “lagoons” before being spread on the surrounding fields as fertilizer (land application).\(^\text{14}\) despite the fact that the farmland at an AFO\(^\text{15}\) is often too confined to adequately absorb the waste.\(^\text{16}\)

In Washington, the total number of farms decreased by fifty percent between 1982-1998, while the number of animals per facility grew, indicating the shift toward larger, more concentrated facilities.\(^\text{17}\) As of 2007, thirty-one of Washington’s farms were considered CAFOs,\(^\text{18}\) sixteen of which are large enough to be regulated under the Clean Water Act’s permitting

---


11. See, e.g., Air Quality Issues and Animal Agriculture, supra note 7, at 15 (“States with high livestock populations, and with significant numbers of large operations (i.e., with more than 300 animal units), include . . . Northwest states.”); Scott Weaver, Cow Country: The Rise of the CAFO in Idaho, BOISE WEEKLY, Sept. 1, 2010, available at http://www.boiseweekly.com/boise/cow-country-the-rise-of-the-cafo-in-idaho/Content?id=1755457 (“Dairy operators fleeing California’s regulations found in Idaho a state with space and a welcoming attitude.”).

12. 68 Fed. Reg. at 7180-7181; see also Air Quality Issues and Animal Agriculture, supra note 7, at 1 (noting human health and environmental impacts of animal agriculture).


15. This comment will use the more general term “AFO” to encompass both AFOs and CAFOs except where noted.

16. 68 Fed. Reg. at 7180; see also America’s Animal Factories, supra note 4, at 7.


program as point sources of water pollution. \(^1\) Rural Yakima County in Central Washington has been subject to an onslaught of AFOs since the early 1990s. \(^2\) The county is home to eighty-one active dairy production facilities, \(^3\) including ten CAFOs regulated by CWA permits, \(^4\) comprising at least 129,000 cows. \(^5\) Faced with increasingly strict state environmental laws and high land prices, many dairy farms relocated in the last few decades, taking advantage of areas with more lax regulations. \(^6\) The Yakima Valley has experienced a related influx of intense odors and decreased air and water quality. Residents now face a multitude of adverse health effects, prompting the EPA to list the Yakima Valley as one of ten environmental justice “Showcase Communities” in the United States. \(^7\) One resident put it bluntly: “Everything I own is covered with fly specks and dried feces.” \(^8\)

Environmentalists, government agencies, and community leaders across the country have become concerned about air pollution from these factory farms. However, political pressure from the agricultural industry, in addition to the difficulty and the lack of standard methodology for measuring the volume of air emissions given off by these facilities, \(^9\) have made the EPA

---


4. See id. (searching only for “CAFO GP” yields 10 results).


6. KIRBY, supra note 20, at 43–44.


8. Lester, supra note 23.

9. Air Quality Issues and Animal Agriculture, supra note 7, at 6; see also U.S.
hesitant to regulate air pollution associated with AFOs. Further, much of the focus on these operations by environmentalists and governmental regulation alike is centered on water quality issues rather than air quality.\textsuperscript{28} However, due to changes brought by the Obama Administration and increasing congressional and public attention on global climate change, greenhouse gas emissions,\textsuperscript{29} and the interconnectedness of air and water quality,\textsuperscript{30} both the environmental and regulatory communities have recently started to focus instead on the air emissions from these facilities.\textsuperscript{31} Additionally, most AFO facilities are not large enough to be subject to CWA regulation, and slip through the cracks as a result.

In addition to the difficulty of obtaining accurate emission measurements, there are a variety of barriers and exemptions inherent in air pollution enforcement litigation against AFOs. For example, even if citizens beat the odds and are successful in an air pollution lawsuit, current federal laws do not allow citizens to recover individual damages.\textsuperscript{32} Suit under the common law is also difficult as a result of state Right-to-Farm laws and other defenses.\textsuperscript{33} Citizen plaintiffs must also be willing to face the social consequences that initiating a lawsuit can bring. Pressures may arise such as hostility and intimidation from fellow community members who value the economic benefits of farms, and threatening home visits from angry agricultural defendants, like those experienced by citizens in the Yakima Valley during a suit against a local

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}

\textsuperscript{28.} Air Quality Issues and Animal Agriculture, supra note 7, at 1.

\textsuperscript{29.} Id.

\textsuperscript{30.} Id. at 9.

\textsuperscript{31.} Id. at 1.


\textsuperscript{33.} See infra Part IV.A.1.
This comment will explore the applicable statutory and common law remedies a litigant may seek, and examine litigation from Washington and other states in order to suggest a litigation model that addresses the air quality problems related to AFOs. This recommendation is tailored to the problems in the Yakima Valley and similarly situated communities. Part I of this note provides a background of the impact that air pollution from AFOs has on the environment and public health. Part II reviews the relevant federal and Washington State statutes relating to agricultural emissions and the various shortcomings of the traditional statutory enforcement route. Part III discusses applicable common law as a gap-filler, and successful litigation attempts, as well as the hindrances to common law enforcement, including the state Right-to-Farm statute. Finally, Part IV highlights the Yakima Valley of central Washington State as an example that illustrates how to best remedy its air pollution situation.

II. AIR POLLUTION FROM AGRICULTURAL SOURCES AND RELATED HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

A. Emissions From Animal Feeding Operations And Resulting Environmental Effects

AFOs produce large quantities of untreated animal waste, which is typically stored in piles or storage lagoons until it is disposed of via application to the surrounding land as fertilizer. Emissions from animal agriculture operations originate primarily from this vast quantity of manure located in the buildings that contain the animals, stored in the open-air lagoons, or applied as fertilizer. This manure is often

34. See Kirby, supra note 20, at 111-121.
spread or sprayed in quantities larger than the soil is capable of absorbing, and the excess contributes to air and water pollution.38

The resulting emissions contributing to decreased air quality include ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, particulate matter (PM), volatile organic compounds (VOC), microorganisms, and related foul odors produced by these emissions.39 Emission rates can vary depending upon the weather, time of day, species of farm animal, and methods of feeding and housing.40 Carbon dioxide and methane, both greenhouse gases, are emitted as byproducts41 and are becoming increasingly important environmental concerns. However, the focus of this comment is on the aforementioned pollutants that effect ambient air quality in communities surrounding AFOs.

Ammonia is a colorless gas with a strong odor42 produced by animal manure or other organic matter as it decomposes and adheres to particles in the air, affecting ambient air quality.43 Upon release into the air, ammonia can travel over 300 miles before returning to the ground or into water systems.44 Upon entering water systems, ammonia can harm aquatic life by contributing to increased algae growth and acidification.45 The EPA estimates that eighty percent of total ammonia emissions in the United States originate from livestock waste.46

Hydrogen sulfide is colorless, flammable and accompanied
by a rotten egg odor. Similar to ammonia, the decomposition of organic matter in animal manure at AFOs produces hydrogen sulfide emissions. The liquid storage lagoons at AFOs often host the largest quantities of hydrogen sulfide, and the gas is released into the air whenever the pool is agitated and liquid waste is pumped out.

Particulate matter (PM) is constituted of direct material, such as soil, dust, or manure that is dispersed into the air as a result of chemical or mechanical processes. PM is classified as either coarse particles, or those less than ten microns in diameter (PM10), or fine particles that are less than two and a half microns in diameter (PM2.5).

Policymakers have had difficulty encouraging AFO operators to make changes to the management of their facilities to reduce these emissions, due to the cost of the technology and the lack of economic or regulatory incentives. Research is still being conducted to reduce emissions including hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, and PM, yet the industry lacks the technology to completely eliminate these emissions. As a result, AFOs commonly dispose of waste by simply applying the manure directly to the land as fertilizer.

B. Public Health Impacts of Animal Feeding Operations

In addition to environmental impacts, these operations have serious and multifarious effects on public health and welfare.

---


48. Risk Management Assessment, supra note 27, at 65.

49. Id.

50. Id. at 66.

51. Id.


54. Iowa CAFO Air Quality Study, supra note 52, at 203.

For example, in the Yakima Valley, residents have complained of vomiting from the amount of fecal material in the air, and the asthma rate is thirty-three percent higher in the area than in the rest of the state of Washington. The Yakama Nation Asthma Awareness Project was recently awarded one of nine EPA grants because of the heightened rate of asthma on the reservation. At low levels, ammonia and hydrogen sulfide can cause eye, nose, and throat irritation and burns, and the gases can be lethal at high, short-term levels. Permanent, long-term effects of hydrogen sulfide exposure include irritation of asthma, headaches, and poor memory and motor function. In addition, PM can be deposited in the respiratory tract, which contributes to lung and breathing problems and cardiovascular disease.

The University of Iowa conducted a comprehensive study of AFO air emissions and the associated health effects, finding that workers at these facilities commonly complain of chronic bronchitis, muscle aches and pains, asthma, and declines in lung function. Another study of people living near hog farms in North Carolina found that the residents experienced burning eyes, respiratory problems, and diarrhea. As compared to the control group that did not live near any intensive agricultural operations, the North Carolina residents living near the farms also reported a decreased quality of life and a heightened experience of physical symptoms. In 1998, the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) tested


58. ToxFAQs for Ammonia, supra note 42, at 1; ToxFAQs for Hydrogen Sulfide, supra note 47, at 1. See also Air Quality Issues and Animal Agriculture, supra note 7, at 3.

59. ToxFAQs for Hydrogen Sulfide, supra note 47, at 1.

60. Air Quality Issues and Animal Agriculture, supra note 7, at 4.

61. Iowa CAFO Air Quality Study, supra note 52, at 5–6.

62. Id. at 6–7.

hydrogen sulfide levels at ten factory farms. The MPCA tested these farms after over fifty families experienced nausea, vomiting, blackouts, and flu-like symptoms following the opening of seventeen nearby hog farms. Half of the farms tested by the MPCA exceeded the state’s hydrogen sulfide safety standards by as much as fifty times.

Odors represent an indirect cause of health effects that are inseparable from any consideration of the human impacts of these operations’ siting and emissions. While not intrinsically harmful themselves, odors often provide clues to potential hazards in the environment that can lead to psychosomatic symptoms and changes in perceived well-being without actually causing direct negative health effects. Foul odors can affect quality of life, property values, and indirectly affect health by discouraging outdoor activities like exercise and exposure to sunlight. However, due to the inherent subjectivity of odor, it is difficult to quantify health effects and empirically analyze the impact on public health.

At least sixty-eight peer-reviewed or government-sponsored studies of AFOs were conducted between 2002 and 2008, with twenty-seven or more finding direct or indirect links between pollutants from animal waste and adverse health effects. Due to the EPA’s lack of data regarding the exact number of AFOs and the quantity of their discharges and emissions, it has not evaluated the actual public health impact of AFOs. Nonetheless, the EPA recognizes that risks exist.

65. See id.
66. Id.
68. Id. at 10.
69. Id. at 12–15 (noting the subjectivity of odor experiences).
70. GAO STUDY, supra note 13, at 23.
71. Id.
72. See, e.g., Animal Feeding Operations Consent Agreement and Final Order, 70 Fed. Reg. 4958, 4959 (January 31, 2005) (Notice of consent agreement and final order, and request for public comment) (“EPA recognizes that AFOs can have a negative
III. TRADITIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL STATUTES PROVIDE EXEMPTIONS FOR AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND ARE NOT ADEQUATELY ENFORCEABLE AGAINST ANIMAL FEEDING OPERATIONS

The federal and state environmental statutes, many of which offer exemptions for agricultural practices, allow certain environmental impacts of the animal agriculture industry to go unregulated, particularly with respect to air pollution. This section will discuss the relevant federal and Washington State statutes and the obstacles that can arise when they are applied to AFOs.

A. The Clean Air Act

Congress enacted the Clean Air Act (CAA) in 1963 and significantly amended it in 1970 and 1990. The CAA grants the EPA authority to establish minimum national standards for air quality and delegates responsibility to the states when the EPA accepts State Implementation Plans (SIPs). SIPs are sent to the EPA Administrator to demonstrate how the state plans to meet and maintain the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). Individual states have the discretion to implement air quality standards that are more stringent than EPA requirements. For example, states may regulate impact on nearby residents, particularly with respect to objectionable odors and other nuisance problems that can affect their quality of life. EPA also recognizes that concerns have been raised recently regarding the possible health impacts from AFO emissions; U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency, Premium Standard Farms, Inc. and Continental Grain Company, Inc. Civil Settlement: Fact Sheet 1 (Nov. 19, 2001), available at http://www.epa.gov/compliance/resources/cases/civil/mm/pdfs.pdf ("Significant human health and environmental risks are generally associated with large-scale Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs).")); RISK MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT, supra note 27, at 1 (discussing the various health and environmental risks of CAFOs).

73. See J.B. Ruhl, Farms, Their Environmental Harms, and Environmental Law, 27 ECOLOGY L.Q. 263, 265 (2000) ("[F]arms are virtually unregulated by the expansive body of environmental law that has developed in the United States in the past 30 years.").
76. Id. § 7410(a)(1).
77. Id.
additional categories of sources such as odors. Overall, SIPs must demonstrate how a state will bring non-attainment areas (those that fail to meet NAAQS) into compliance.

The CAA requires that all “major stationary sources” obtain an operating permit. Congress crafted the permit system to document the pollutants being released at a particular site, the respective quantities, and any mitigation measures undertaken to reduce these emissions. Despite the fact that environmentalists claim that emissions from large CAFOs likely exceed this 100 ton per-year threshold and should be subject to a permit, the CAA has not required emissions monitoring thus far. This is partially due to pressures from the industry, as well as the difficulty in establishing uniform and adequate methods in monitoring agriculture emissions. The EPA Administrator also has discretion to “establish a greater threshold quantity for, or to exempt entirely, any substance that is a nutrient used in agriculture when held by a farmer.”

After the 1990 CAA Amendments, which created the operating permit program, states began to enact their own

---

78. Air Quality Issues and Animal Agriculture, supra note 7, at 11.
80. See id. § 7602(j) (defining “major stationary source” as a facility or source of air pollution that emits 100 tons per year or more of any pollutant).
81. Id. § 7661(2); § 7412; § 7602(j).
83. Air Quality Issues and Animal Agriculture, supra note 7, at 11.
85. See CERCLA/EPCRA Administrative Reporting Exemption for Air Releases of Hazardous Substances from Animal Waste at Farms, 73 Fed. Reg. 76,948, 76,951 (Dec. 18, 2008) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pts. 302 and 355) (“In 2005, EPA received a petition (poultry petition) from the National Chicken Council, National Turkey Federation, and U.S. Poultry & Egg Association, seeking an exemption from the CERCLA and EPCRA reporting requirements for ammonia emissions from poultry operations,”); see also Ruhl, supra note 73, at 323–325 (discussing the political power of the farming industry); Wilson, supra note 84, at 451 (“Agriculture has historically been a strong political force, and has successfully evaded regulation through extensive congressional lobbying.”).
86. Air Quality Issues and Animal Agriculture, supra note 7, at 11.
laws supplementing the CAA requirements in order to focus on regulating air pollution from AFOs and to work toward attainment of air quality standards. California, for example, requires CAFOs in federal non-attainment areas to obtain state operating permits and install remediation technology. Oregon and Pennsylvania, in contrast, completely exempt AFOs from all air emissions regulation, which would directly conflict with the CAA if the AFOs qualify as major sources.

The CAA provides for citizen suits to enforce compliance if the requirements in the SIP are not met. If the SIP incorporates the state’s laws related to air quality, those state laws will also be enforceable under the federal CAA citizen suit provision in Section 304(a). For example, in *Idaho Conservation League v. Adrian Boer*, the United States District Court for the District of Idaho held that the state’s Department of Environmental Quality could regulate AFOs more stringently by including dust, animal dander and small particulate pollution in their emissions standards. Subsequently, Idaho became the first state to regulate ammonia emissions from CAFOs by requiring that facilities emitting 100 tons per year or more obtain a permit.

The small-scale farms in existence in the 1960s differed from modern industrial AFOs, and Congress probably did not


90. Hanson, supra note 89, at 302-303; *Air Quality Issues and Animal Agriculture*, supra note 7, at 13-14.

91. OR. REV. STAT. § 468A.020(1)(a) (2009); 25 PA. CODE § 123.31(c) (2010).

92. Hanson, supra note 89, at 304.


94. *Id.*, *See also* Idaho Conservation League v. Adrian Boer, 362 F. Supp. 2d 2 at 1211, 1214 (D. Idaho 2004) (“Approved SIPs are enforceable by either the State, the EPA, or via citizen suits brought under § 304(a) of the CAA”).


conceive of this shift when it enacted the CAA in 1970.\textsuperscript{97} Because modern farming operations are larger and more concentrated than ever before, it is more feasible—and also more necessary—to regulate their emissions.\textsuperscript{98}

B. The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act and the Emergency Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act

Congress enacted the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), also known as “Superfund,” in 1980, in order to regulate the clean-up of pollution at hazardous waste sites that are no longer in operation.\textsuperscript{99} CERCLA requires that any release of designated hazardous substances in excess of the EPA threshold be reported to the National Response Center.\textsuperscript{100} In 1986, Congress amended CERCLA to include the Emergency Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act (EPCRA),\textsuperscript{101} requiring additional notice to local and state emergency planning agencies upon the release of hazardous substances.\textsuperscript{102} EPCRA also allows these reports to be made available to the public.\textsuperscript{103} Ammonia and hydrogen sulfide are considered hazardous substances under CERCLA\textsuperscript{104} and any quantities over the

\textsuperscript{97} See Wilson, supra note 84, at 439–440 (discussing the transition from small to factory farms); see also Susan M. Brehm, Comment, From Red Barn to Facility: Changing Environmental Liability to Fit the Changing Structure of Livestock Production, 93 CALIF. L. REV. 797, 813 (2005) (“When Congress passed the CAA in 1970, it had no reason to suspect that animals could cause air pollution rising to a level that would justify government regulation. Today, the increasing use of large confinement operations in livestock production makes it easier to identify and measure the air pollution animals create because the sources are obvious: waste lagoons and exhaust systems from confinement buildings are clear sources of air pollution.”).

\textsuperscript{98} See Brehm, supra note 97, at 813 n. 78 (measuring emissions is more feasible than in past years due to fewer large operations and larger lagoons and confinement areas).


\textsuperscript{100} 42 U.S.C. § 9603(a) (2006); Notification requirements, 40 C.F.R. § 302.6 (2010).


\textsuperscript{103} Id.

\textsuperscript{104} Designation of Hazardous Substances, 40 C.F.R. § 302.4 (2010).
EPA-established reportable quantity (RQ) must be reported.\textsuperscript{105} The RQs for ammonia and hydrogen sulfide are each set at 100 pounds per day and are subject to the reporting requirements.\textsuperscript{106} However, both statutes exempt the majority of agricultural emissions. Air emissions resulting from the “normal application” of manure as fertilizer are exempt from the reporting requirements under CERCLA,\textsuperscript{107} and EPCRA excludes releases from having to be reported if the substance released is “used in routine agricultural operations.”\textsuperscript{108}

The EPA has only twice enforced the provisions of CERLCA and EPCRA against hazardous air pollutants released by CAFOs.\textsuperscript{109} In 2001, Premium Standard Farms, the second largest pork producer in the United States, along with Continental Grain Company, settled with the EPA and the Department of Justice (DOJ) regarding Clean Water Act (CWA), CERLCA, EPCRA, and CAA claims against them.\textsuperscript{110} The agreement requires both companies to monitor air emissions of ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, PM, and VOC, and to apply for a CAA permit from the state of Missouri if their emissions exceed the thresholds in the CAA.\textsuperscript{111} As part of the settlement, both companies funded a Supplemental Environmental Project (SEP) to reduce odor and air pollution from swine facilities.\textsuperscript{112}

The EPA announced another settlement in 2006, between the DOJ and Seaboard Foods (a prominent pork producer with numerous farms across the Midwest) and PIC USA (an international pork producer) relating to CAA, CERCLA, EPCRA, and Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) violations.\textsuperscript{113} The settlement included a $240,000 civil penalty

\textsuperscript{105} 42 U.S.C. § 9603(a) (2006); 40 C.F.R. § 302.6 (2010).
\textsuperscript{106} 40 C.F.R. § 302.4 (2010).
\textsuperscript{108} Id. § 11021(e)(5).
\textsuperscript{109} Air Quality Issues and Animal Agriculture, supra note 7, at 18.
\textsuperscript{111} Id. at 2.
\textsuperscript{112} Id. at 2.
\textsuperscript{113} U.S. Envl. Prot. Agency, Civil Enforcement: Seaboard Settlement (Jan. 1,
and required the swine facilities to apply manure to their fields at appropriate rates. The EPA’s guidelines for appropriate rates of manure application to land are applicable only to large CAFOs, and are determined based on each facility’s individual nutrient management plan, leaving the standard of what is “appropriate” undefined for other AFOs.

CERCLA and EPCRA are only useful for extracting public information when applied to AFOs and do not have a direct effect on reducing emissions or health impacts. However, citizens can still sue AFOs that fail to comply with reporting requirements, and have had some success in doing so. The U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Washington recently granted partial summary judgment in favor of an environmental organization after the defendant dairy farm failed to comply with the court’s Consent Decree and CERCLA/EPCRA by not reporting its ammonia emissions.

1. EPA Further Exempts Air Emissions from Farm Animal Waste from CERCLA/EPCRA Reporting Requirements

Following these successful citizen suits, the poultry and egg industries petitioned the EPA for an exemption from CERCLA and EPCRA reporting requirements in 2005. The EPA
responded by releasing a proposal in December of 2007 to exempt air emissions from farm animal waste, such as manure, urine and digestive emissions, from CERCLA and EPCRA reporting requirements.\footnote{CERLCA/EPCRA Administration Reporting Exemption for Air Releases of Hazardous Substances from Animal Waste, 72 Fed. Reg. 73,700 (proposed Dec. 28, 2007). See also \textit{Air Quality Issues and Animal Agriculture, supra} note 7, at 19.} In 2008, during the EPA’s finalization of the exemption, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) issued its own report regarding the EPA’s regulation of air and water pollution from AFOs.\footnote{GAO STUDY, \textit{supra} note 13, at 4-7.} It found that the EPA lacks sufficient information about emissions from factory farms and how to measure them and called the proposed exemption into question.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 7.} The GAO criticized the EPA’s study currently underway pursuant to the Air Consent Agreement,\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 6-7; see infra Part III.D.2.} and recommended that the EPA instead conduct a comprehensive study of AFOs and come up with a process to measure air emissions.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 7-8.}

Despite the GAO report, the EPA promulgated the final rule in 2008, exempting not only the poultry industry, but all livestock operations.\footnote{CERCLA/EPCRA Administrative Reporting Exemption for Air Releases, 73 Fed. Reg. 76,948, 76,951 (Dec. 18, 2008) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pts. 302 and 355).} In response to public comments, the EPA retained some of EPCRA’s reporting requirements for medium and large CAFOs qualifying as point sources of pollution that are subject to the CWA’s National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit requirements.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 76,953-55.}

\textbf{C. The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act}

CAFOs that are already subject to CWA regulation as point source industrial discharges. This leaves the remaining smaller CAFOs and AFOs potentially subject to RCRA regulation.

However, manure that is applied as fertilizer may not be exempt under RCRA if it is added to fields in excess of normal application, as this deems it no longer “fertilizer.” In *Water Keeper Alliance v. Smithfield Foods, Inc.*, the plaintiffs alleged a RCRA violation against the defendant hog farm that applied a large amount of manure to its fields as fertilizer. The U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of North Carolina denied Smithfield’s motion for summary judgment, holding the issue of manure application as fertilizer to be a question of fact. The case later settled without a RCRA action or liability.

*Coon ex rel. Coon v. Willet Dairy, L.P.* was another case in which the plaintiffs alleged Clean Water Act (CWA) and RCRA violations against a dairy farm. There, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit held that the defendant dairy could not be sued for RCRA violations when it was already regulated as a point source by the CWA permit program, because CAFOs regulated as point sources have “permit shields” against duplicate actions under RCRA.

As a result of *Water Keeper* and *Coon*, some scholars have noted that a RCRA enforcement action against an AFO has been rarely used and is experimental. This suggests RCRA may be better applied as a supplement to a CWA action against smaller facilities that are not subject to the CWA’s
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NPDES permit requirements. A RCRA action standing alone would probably be ineffective, as the smaller AFOs would be exempt to the extent that their application of fertilizer is not excessive.

D. Pitfalls to Emissions Enforcement Against Animal Feeding Operations Under the Federal Environmental Statutes

In addition to the various exemptions that agricultural facilities enjoy under the environmental statutes, and the fact that citizens cannot obtain individual damages, there are a number of pitfalls that can hinder citizen suits from successful enforcement throughout the litigation process.

1. Notice, Motions to Dismiss and “Sweetheart Deals”

The enforcement litigation process does not always welcome citizen participation. Federal environmental statutes require all potential litigants to provide 60 days’ notice of intent to file suit, including the date, location, and nature of the violations. The statutory notice requirements are more specific than Federal Rules of Civil Procedure requirements, which make it difficult for plaintiffs to obtain enough of the required data to satisfy the notice procedures. This is especially problematic when polluters are located on private property or are making efforts to cover up their violations.

Citizen suits must also evade the inevitable motion to dismiss filed by the defendant once it receives the citizens’ notice of intent to file suit. The plaintiff has the burden of demonstrating that the violation of the statute is “ongoing” or
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“likely to be repeated.” The defendant can receive the notice and rush into compliance before the 60-day time period is up, leaving the plaintiff a minimal amount of time to re-investigate an already difficult-to-substantiate claim and document evidence that the facility will not permanently remain in compliance. This often requires the help of expensive experts and occurs before the plaintiffs may request discovery.

A further difficulty is a Washington statute which requires that specific information state and local agencies collect from dairies and other small and medium-sized AFOs, such as the total number of animals and volume of nutrients (animal waste) generated, remain confidential. Only the data from medium and large CAFOs that are required to obtain CWA permits is available to the public. Information about an industrial farm that may be necessary to file a citizen suit is only accessible if the operation is of a certain size or pollutes enough to trigger designation as a CAFO by the director of the Washington State Department of Ecology. In addition, during the 60-day notice period, local, state, or federal authorities may initiate their own civil or administrative proceeding against the defendant, often at the behest of the defendants themselves that are seeking a “sweetheart deal.” These deals often include relatively small fines or administrative penalties, and prohibit concurrent citizen suits under the “diligent prosecution” provision of the CWA.

Finally, due to the nature of air pollution, it can be difficult
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or impossible for citizens to quantify or measure the emissions from private farming facilities without any federal guidance on the preferred method of data collection and measurement, or financial resources to obtain expert scientists to collect and interpret data.153

2. The Air Consent Agreement Grants Further AFO Immunity and Allows the Industry to Run Its Own Emissions Study

As if these barriers were not enough to stop most citizen suits from compelling enforcement of the relevant laws, the Air Consent Agreement between the EPA and nearly 14,000 AFOs and CAFOs creates additional roadblocks to enforcement actions by state and federal governments, and likely by citizens, too.

As environmental awareness and discussions of potential applicability of the environmental statutes to animal agriculture operations grew in the early 2000s, the AFO industry approached the EPA with a safe harbor agreement proposal.154 The industry suggested participating in a study of air emissions at AFOs, and underwent negotiations with the EPA for the next two years.155 The final agreement was published in the Federal Register in early 2005, and allowed AFOs to participate in the study and contribute public comments.156

Called the Air Consent Agreement,157 or Air Compliance Agreement158 interchangeably, environmentalists responded
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with opposition, calling the settlement a “sweetheart deal” between the EPA and the AFO industry. Participating AFOs were to pay a civil penalty from $200 to $1,000 based on the quantity of animals at the facility, and an additional $2,500 per AFO to contribute to an emissions monitoring study. The study would measure the emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOC), hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, and three size classes of particulate matter at selected facilities. Industry participants would run a non-profit organization, the Agricultural Air Research Council (AARC), funded with money raised by the AFOs. The AARC and its AFO-industry board of directors were responsible for choosing its own Science Advisor to head up the study. The study aimed to develop a means of measuring air emissions from AFOs to bring them into CAA, CERLCA, and EPCRA compliance.

In return for participation in the study, the EPA granted participating AFOs a “safe harbor” from EPA enforcement of certain provisions of the CAA, CERCLA, and EPCRA. Under the proposal, and incorporated into the final rulemaking, the EPA could only enforce criminal violations of these laws or intervene in cases of imminent and substantial endangerment to public health, welfare, or the environment. The Agreement does not mention whether citizen suits are included under the safe harbor umbrella.
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CERCLA/EPCRA exemption of 2008 also does not mention citizen suits.\textsuperscript{170} However, the initial 2005 proposal says that the Agreement “will not affect the ability of States or citizens to enforce compliance with non-federally enforceable State laws, existing or future, that are applicable to AFOs.”\textsuperscript{171} Thus, citizen suits arising under the federal environmental statutes appear to be barred under both the safe harbor agreement and the CERCLA/EPCRA exemption, leaving only state-level causes of action available to citizens.

A total of 2,681 AFOs signed up for the program, with 2,568 final agreements ratified by the EPA’s Environmental Appeals Board.\textsuperscript{172} Continuous barn emissions monitoring occurred at just fourteen of the AFOs: five dairies (including the barn and lagoon at an unidentified dairy in the Yakima Valley),\textsuperscript{173} five pork production sites, three egg laying operations, and one boiler ranch.\textsuperscript{174} Notably, the Agreement applies only to egg, broiler, dairy cattle, and swine facilities, not AFOs with open-air feedlots.\textsuperscript{175}

The GAO and others have questioned whether such a small study will provide useful data,\textsuperscript{176} especially given the role of the industry in the study.\textsuperscript{177} Others claim that the Agreement was unnecessary, because data documenting emissions from industrial farming facilities previously existed, and that Section 114 of the CAA\textsuperscript{178} already gives the EPA the authority to require emissions monitoring data from AFOs.\textsuperscript{179}

Citizens have had little success challenging the Agreement. In 2007, several environmental advocacy organizations filed suit against the EPA, alleging that the agency failed to promulgate the Agreement via proper rulemaking.
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procedures. The D.C. Circuit dismissed the case, holding that the Agreement was an enforcement action, not a rulemaking, and was thus not subject to judicial review. Citizens have not challenged the Agreement since, and additional citizen suits are unlikely to follow. Though the Agreement does not expressly prohibit citizen suits, many farming industry lawyers have advised their clients that the Agreement would include citizen suit immunity, and it has been suggested that courts would thus not respond positively to citizen challenges. Citizens are arguably less likely to make claims against participating AFOs because of the perceived lack of success and judicial support that such a claim would have.

The EPA received the data at the end of the two-year study in July 2010. While the EPA has only released the raw data without interpretation, the Environmental Integrity Project (EIP), an environmental non-profit, released its own report based on the data in March 2011. The EIP report indicates that the raw data shows some CAFOs are emitting over 100 pounds per day of hydrogen sulfide and ammonia on average days, and that fine particle pollution at levels higher than the CAA health-based limits occurred on the worst days, including at the monitored Washington dairy.

Citing the documented adverse health effects of ammonia and the EIP report findings that factory farms emit ammonia at industrial levels, the EIP and twenty other environmental
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and animal rights non-governmental organizations (NGOs) petitioned the EPA to list ammonia as a criteria air pollutant under the CAA in April 2011. By listing ammonia as a criteria pollutant, the EPA would be required to establish air quality standards for the toxic gas that protect public health and the environment.

During the next 18 months, the EPA plans to analyze the emissions data, with expected completion in December 2011 and anticipates finalization of the methodologies to measure air pollution at AFOs by June 2012. The dairy industry in Washington expects that the results of the study will require it to comply with CAA, but in light of the criticism of the study, its potential for obtaining usable data is unclear.

E. Washington State Statutes and Local Ordinances

Washington State has its own statutory scheme aimed at protecting the environment, at both the state and local levels. This section will discuss the Washington Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA), the Washington Clean Air Act (WCAA) and the local laws that have been enacted in the Yakima Valley. As these statutes are modeled after their respective federal counterparts, they come with the same exemptions for farming operations, and the inability to accurately measure air emissions in order to compel regulation remains present. Even at the local level, officials have virtually ignored public input and are working with the industry to develop their own “sweetheart deal.”

1. Model Toxics Control Act

Under Washington’s Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA) the
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Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) has the authority over toxic waste cleanup and is charged with investigating both actual and threatened release sites. Like CERCLA, MTCA primarily addresses cleanup of past waste sites, but it may also apply to potential or current polluters.

MTCA applies to any Washington State facility where there is a “release or threatened release of a hazardous substance that may pose a threat to human health or the environment.” An AFO meets the definition of a “facility,” which includes a storage “lagoon,” or “any site or area where a hazardous substance . . . has been deposited, stored, disposed of, or placed, or otherwise come to be located.” However, MTCA allows defenses to liability not found in CERCLA, one of which exempts the application of fertilizers or pesticides for purposes of growing food crops, as long as the application is in accordance with the law and is not negligent. Washington Courts have not yet determined whether AFO crops are “food crops” and therefore exempt under MTCA.

2. Washington Clean Air Act

Washington enacted the Washington Clean Air Act (WCAA) in 1957, and amended it in 1991 pursuant to the federal CAA Amendments of 1990. The WCAA gives Ecology the authority to regulate air quality within the state, and establishes air pollution control authorities at the local level. These seven local agencies undertake most of the enforcement and may enact more stringent standards.
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Like the federal CAA, the WCAA requires that major stationary sources—those emitting 100 tons or more per year of a regulated air pollutant—register with Ecology or the local air authority. Non-major sources are considered exempt from the requirements unless Ecology or the administrator promulgates a rule that states otherwise or deems the facility a threat to public health or welfare. Thus, because AFOs rarely qualify as a “major source” due to their uncertain emission quantities, the WCAA, like the CAA, is unable to enforce air quality standards against them.

a. Local Air Control in the Yakima Valley: Yakima Regional Clean Air Agency

The Yakima Regional Clean Air Agency (YRCAA) governs air quality in the Yakima Valley. It enforces certain federal regulations, the WCAA, other Washington State regulations, and its own local regulations in Yakima County, except for the portions of the county that are part of the Yakama Indian Reservation, which are governed by the EPA. In 2002, the YRCAA enacted an amendment that repealed the existing emissions standards for AFOs, despite Yakima Valley’s non-attainment status for particulate matter.

In July 2010, under pressure from local citizen groups concerned about the decline in air quality from dairy-producing AFOs in the area, the YRCAA prepared a draft
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policy with input from local dairy operators (but with no public involvement).

Under the draft policy, all commercial dairy operations where “the potential for significant air pollution exists” must install economically and technologically feasible best management practices (BMPs) for minimizing emissions. 212 Dairy operations must also prepare an annual Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) and identify the BMPs and operational procedures that the facility plans to use to control its emissions. 213 The AQMP must also describe the facility and all of its areas in detail, including how the specific emissions of particulate matter, ammonia, volatile organic compounds, hydrogen sulfide, odor, methane, and nitrous oxide will be reduced in each area. 214 The YRCAA commits to make a good faith effort to negotiate with the dairy operators in approving the AQMPs. 215 Once approved, the YRCAA will inspect the facilities and may issue a Notice of Violation if the operation is not in compliance. 216 RCW Section 42.56.610 prohibits disclosure of such information, and unless the facility is a CAFO, some details of the AQMPs will not be available to the public. 217 The YRCAA may propose additional or alternative BMPs if the approved plan is ineffective, and will collaborate with dairy operators to attain effective BMPs. 218

effects of emissions from dairies to the Yakima Regional Clean Air Agency (YRCAA) Board of Directors. As a result the Board directed staff to address these concerns. In July this year staff proposed a policy-making process aimed at identifying and implementing BMPs at dairy operations in YRCAA’s jurisdiction.
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The YRCAA began the pilot project in February 2011 and plans to continue it until the end of 2011.219 At the end of the pilot project, the YRCAA will assess the effectiveness of the program, modify it as necessary, and present a final policy proposal to the YRCAA Board of Directors.220

The proposal was open for public comment for just one month, from November 8 to December 9, 2010.221 Despite the short duration of time citizens had to respond to the proposal, the YRCAA received twenty-three heavily critical comments from community members and environmentalists.222 Many commenters were upset that the public was not included in the “work group.”223 One commenter pointed out that excluding members of the environmental community in the process, and working solely with industry representatives, violates RCW Section 70.94.240.224 The statute provides that at least one member of an air pollution control advisory council must represent the environmental community.225

Others, including researchers from the Environmental Health Engineering program at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, recommended that the proposal be completely revamped and re-released for public comment, because it is vague and lacks scientific references.226 They also alleged that it fails to address how the suggested BMPs will be effective and will not increase other sources of pollution, like water pollution.227

Citing the concurrent Air Consent Agreement program as a potential source of conflict, the Northwest Dairy Association argued that the regulation of the substances in the proposal, without any consideration of whether or not they exceed the regulatory thresholds, exceeds the authority granted under the CAA.228 The industry also noted that the proposal is more
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The YRCAA responded to the public comments and approved the pilot project on February 10, 2011, to begin immediately and run to the end of the year. In response to concerns about excluding the public, the YRCAA said, “participants . . . were chosen by the Air Pollution Control Officer to best accomplish the purpose of the Work Group,” and “[it] is because we represent all people that YRCAA is undertaking this effort.” The agency also said it was not an authority on public health and could not comment on those issues, leaving them for someone with adequate expertise.

In light of the YRCAA's response to the public comments, and with the pilot project underway, concerned citizens in the Yakima Valley have little ability to influence the YRCAA through administrative means. It is unclear how this method of policymaking at the local level promotes the YRCAA's stated mission statement “to protect the people and the environment of Yakima County from the effects of air pollution,” or whether it is in line with its vision of “[a]n unceasing commitment to build and maintain partnerships in the continuous improvement of air quality for all current and future generations in Yakima County.”

IV. COMMON LAW CAN BE USED AS AN ALTERNATIVE IN ACTIONS AGAINST AFOS

Due to the shortcomings of the statutory enforcement route under federal, state, and local law, environmentalists have proposed using the common law as an alternative method of enforcement and as a gap-filler in various areas of
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environmental law. This approach suggests that litigants may be able to recover private damages and injunctive relief, unlike the solely public relief available in the statutory scheme. There are several potential common law causes of action available in Washington State suits against AFOs, but substantial hurdles still exist. State Right-to-Farm laws can pose significant roadblocks to many nuisance actions, and defendants can assert several other affirmative defenses to nuisance, trespass, and negligence actions.

A. Nuisance

Washington State law defines nuisance as an act or omission that “annoys, injures, or endangers the comfort, repose, health or safety of others, offends decency, or unlawfully interferes with, obstructs or tends to obstruct . . . or in any way renders other persons insecure in life, or in the use of property.” Washington common law similarly defines nuisance as interference with the use and enjoyment of one’s property. Interference caused by an unlawful activity is a nuisance per se, and is “not excusable under any circumstances.”

Nuisance can be inflicted intentionally, recklessly, or negligently and can be public or private. A public nuisance is an unreasonable interference with a right that is common to the general public while a private nuisance is the interference with the personal use and enjoyment of private land. Air pollution typically constitutes both a public and a private nuisance. In Washington, a nuisance claim has a
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two-year statute of limitations. Litigants can obtain both injunctive relief and monetary damages in a nuisance action, but courts will often deny an injunction if it would cause significant hardship to the defendant or the community.

To have a successful nuisance claim, the action interfering with the enjoyment of property must be unreasonable and cause significant harm. The standard for significant harm is objective and the nuisance must be an invasion that would offend a reasonable person. An offensive odor cannot be the only grounds for a nuisance action – the plaintiff must also suffer from objective, physical symptoms as a result of the odor.

Further, the activity causing the nuisance must be an unreasonable use of the land, taking the surrounding circumstances into consideration. The activity can amount to a nuisance if the location for the activity or the manner in which it is carried out is unreasonable. In a known agricultural area, for example, a new suburban development cannot complain of a nuisance from previously established farms. A nuisance claim against an AFO can be successful if the plaintiffs are able to demonstrate the significant harm element and show that they lived in the area before the facility began operating, in order to avoid applicability of the state Right-to-Farm Act.
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1. The Right-to-Farm Act as a Defense to Nuisance Actions

During the 1980s, as suburban developments spread across the country and into rural areas, policymakers became concerned about the possibility of small farmers being subject to nuisance lawsuits by individuals moving into what was previously farmland. In response, every state enacted some kind of “right-to-farm” law. Such laws typically protect existing farms from nuisance liability, essentially codifying what is called the “coming to the nuisance” defense. Even as farms have increasingly become more industrialized and concentrated, the right-to-farm (or RTF) laws have continued to apply to them, just as if they were small family farms.

Washington’s RTF law, titled “Agricultural Activities-Protection from Nuisance Lawsuits (the Act),” was enacted in 1979 with a goal to protect “agricultural activities conducted on farmland . . . in urbanizing areas . . . from nuisance lawsuits.” The Act provides a rebuttable presumption that a farm or other agricultural activity is not a nuisance when three conditions are met: (1) the farming activity does not have a substantial adverse effect on public health and safety; (2) the activity is consistent with the applicable laws, rules, and good agricultural practices; and (3) the activity was established before the surrounding nonagricultural activities. As long as the AFO or CAFO complies with the applicable laws and local rules, it is presumed to be undertaking good agricultural practices and not negatively affecting the public health and
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safety, unless it significantly expands or changes its established “activity.” The Act was amended in 1992 to include the passage, “[n]othing in this section shall affect or impair any right to sue for damages.” The Act does not mention any conferred immunity from negligence or trespass actions, unlike some of the RTF laws in other states that afford broader immunity.

a. Limitations on Washington’s Right-to-Farm Act

One of the nation’s few successful Right-to-Farm Act challenges occurred in Washington State, prompting analysis by many legal scholars. In Buchanan v. Simplot Feeders, Ltd. Partnership, a Washington couple brought an action against a neighboring cattle feedlot and meat processing plant, challenging the Act in federal court, and alleging that the facilities were liable for nuisance, stemming from the odor; trespass, from the flies and manure dust; and negligence. The defendants, who were in compliance with applicable permits and regulations, asserted that the Act insulated them from liability for nuisance. The Buchanans pointed out that they had lived in the area and established their own farm 8 years before the other farms began operating, rendering the statute inapplicable because the Act’s legislative intent was to protect existing farms from nuisance claims by newcomers to the area.

The plaintiffs further relied on the language of the 1992
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amendment, claiming that even if the Act was applicable, the amendment only prohibited nuisance actions for injunctions, not actions for damages. The Washington State Supreme Court, answering a certified question from the district court, disagreed with the plaintiffs, holding that despite the 1992 amendment, the statute did confer nuisance immunity from both damages and injunctions. The Court explained that the plaintiff’s interpretation of the 1992 amendment would “fully gut the Right-to-Farm Act.”

While the question of whether the Act could be used as a defense for the defendant’s particular conduct was not certified to the Washington Supreme Court, the Court discussed the issue in its opinion. Based on legislative intent, the Court agreed with the plaintiffs that nuisance immunity should be construed narrowly and should apply only when “urbanizing areas” are encroaching on established farms. In this way, the Act does not apply to situations where the plaintiff is “agricultural . . . or rural . . . especially if the plaintiff occupied the land before the nuisance activity was established.”

Citing public policy reasons, the Court also said in dictum that the Act is similar to a prescriptive easement because it gives farms “quasi-easements” against urban developers who have notice of the existing agricultural activities.

Relying on the Washington State Supreme Court’s interpretation of the scope of immunity created by the Act, the district court allowed the plaintiffs’ nuisance claim to go forward, and held that the Buchanans were farmers who had moved to the area before the defendants’ farms were established. After the district court denied the defendants’ motion for summary judgment, the plaintiffs settled out of court with the feedlot on the nuisance and trespass claims, and the meat processing plant on the nuisance claim.
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Yakima County enacted its own form of the RTF Act, which protects “farm operation[s]” from being considered a public or private nuisance. However, county ordinances in Washington State are only valid if they do not conflict with the state law. Here, the Washington State Supreme Court’s decision in Buchanan preempts the Yakima ordinance, and thus, the Yakima ordinance is likely of little relevance to nuisance suits.

b. Other Constitutional Challenges to State Right-to-Farm Statutes

Scholars and litigants have argued that some RTF statutes may in fact be unconstitutional under both federal and state constitutions. Iowa is the only state that found its RTF Act contrary to the state and federal constitution. In Bormann v. Board of Supervisors, the Iowa Supreme Court held that conferring nuisance immunity to an agricultural area effectively gave the farm an easement over the neighboring property by giving the farm the right to maintain a nuisance. Because an easement is considered a property interest subject to the protections in the Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitution and Iowa’s state constitution, the Iowa RTF Act functioned as a taking of the farm’s surrounding private property without just compensation. The U.S. Supreme Court subsequently denied certiorari to hear the case.

Iowa later clarified this holding in Gacke v. Pork Xtra, LLC. There, the Iowa Supreme Court explained that the
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Iowa RTF Act is only unconstitutional when a diminution in the plaintiff's property value occurs, as this loss functions as the uncompensated taking of private property. Aside from damages available for diminution of property value as a result of the nuisance, all other immunity conferred by the state legislature in the RTF Act is constitutional.

In contrast, the New York Supreme Court, Appellate Division came out the opposite way in a similar case. New York’s RTF Act does not automatically give farms nuisance immunity without first having an opinion issued by the Commissioner of Agriculture and Markets, determined on a case-by-case basis, that the agricultural practice is sound. Citizens are able to challenge the Commissioner’s opinion that the farm is not a nuisance. The New York Supreme Court held that because the state RTF Act does not automatically provide farms with immunity from a nuisance suit, it is not unconstitutional.

Similarly, the Oregon Court of Appeals held that the state’s RTF Act was constitutional in a nuisance suit against a farm, but failed to discuss why. California interpreted its RTF Act broadly based on its legislative purpose, holding in one case that it did not even allow a trespass claim, even though the statute only expressly confers nuisance immunity.

The differing approaches to the constitutionality of the RTF laws may be due to states’ diverse views about urban development and public policy, in addition to differences in the text of each statute. Due to the varying outcomes in different
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states, and the U.S. Supreme Court’s denial of certiorari in Bormann, federal constitutionality of RTF Acts remains unclear.

2. The Plaintiff “Came to the Nuisance”

Another common defense to a nuisance action is that the defendant established its farming facility first, and the plaintiff later moved into a known farm area and should thus assume that odors and emissions come with the territory. The fact that a plaintiff came to a nuisance, however, does not bar the plaintiff from recovery—it only becomes a factor in determining the plaintiff’s relief. As discussed previously, an AFO cannot use this defense in Washington if the plaintiff is “rural” or “agricultural,” especially if the plaintiff resided in the area first.

B. Trespass

Trespass frequently overlaps with nuisance, and often both apply under the same set of facts, especially in air pollution cases. Unlike nuisance, trespass is not statutorily defined in Washington; instead trespass is a common law doctrine involving the intentional interference with the right of exclusive possession of property. Thus, courts in Washington look to the Restatement (Second) of Torts and the common law when evaluating a trespass action. Restatement Section defines trespass as the intentional entrance onto land in possession of another, by a person or a thing, or subsequently
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remaining on the land without permission of the possessor. A modern trespass can include an invasion that was traditionally considered an “indirect” trespass or a nuisance, such as the deposition of microscopic particulates onto one’s property. It must be reasonably foreseeable that deposition of the particles would interfere with the plaintiff’s possessory interest.

The trespasser is liable for damages from this type of trespass, but the harm caused must be “actual and substantial.” The Washington State Supreme Court adopted the “actual and substantial” standard in cases involving airborne particles in order to curtail a flood of litigation by “every landowner within a hundred miles of a manufacturing plant.” The “actual and substantial” standard contrasts the traditional form of trespass, which was historically subject to strict liability. Courts used to award nominal damages in the absence of any actual damages other than the entrance of the person or thing onto the property.

Litigants often combine nuisance and trespass claims into the same action, as it is difficult to conceive of an AFO interfering with the exclusive possession of property without having a corresponding interference with the use and enjoyment of that property. Furthermore, in Washington, trespass has a three-year statute of limitations, as compared to two years for a nuisance action.
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1. Prescriptive Easements Allow Continuous Pollution and Defend Against Trespass Claims

A common defense to a trespass action is that a prescriptive easement gave the trespasser a right to use the property. To establish proof of an easement, the defendant must show that his or her use was adverse to the title owner; was open, notorious, continuous, and uninterrupted for the entire prescriptive period; and that the owner had knowledge of the adverse use while she was able to enforce her rights.\textsuperscript{316}

The defendants in \textit{Bradley v. ASARCO} argued that their smelter had obtained a prescriptive easement over the plaintiff’s property and they were not subject to an action for trespass.\textsuperscript{317} The Washington State Supreme Court disagreed, and held that the deposition of particulate matter onto one’s property did not meet the “open and notorious” element and that in order to gain an easement over neighboring land, the pollution would have to be “blatant and flagrant.”\textsuperscript{318}

An AFO defendant in a trespass action would likely argue that its farm had obtained a prescriptive easement by the obvious nature of its activities if the situation allows for it. This would especially be the case if the plaintiff asserts significant harm, wherein she would likely need to concede that the trespass was blatant in the AFO context to meet that threshold.

C. Negligence

A defendant can commit nuisance and trespass negligently\textsuperscript{319} as long as the plaintiff establishes the required elements of a negligence claim—duty, breach, causation, and damages.\textsuperscript{320} Litigants can also bring a negligence action on its own, without attaching it to a nuisance, trespass, or other theory of liability.\textsuperscript{321}

\begin{enumerate}
\item See, e.g., Dunbar v. Heinrich, 95 Wash.2d 20, 22, 622 P.2d 812, 813 (1980).
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Negligence requires that the defendant had a duty of ordinary care that it violated or breached when the defendant failed to act as a reasonable person under like circumstances.\textsuperscript{322} One potential way to establish this breach of ordinary care is to prove that an AFO or CAFO violated a federal or state environmental statute.\textsuperscript{323} Negligence \textit{per se}, or an automatic finding of negligence in the event of a breach of a duty imposed by a statute, ordinance, or administrative rule,\textsuperscript{324} is limited under Washington State law.\textsuperscript{325} Washington State law deems the breach of statutory duty to be evidence of negligence rather than proof of negligence.\textsuperscript{326}

Even absent a direct violation of an environmental statute, failure to comply with agency recommendations or suggested practices may also be sufficient to establish a deviation from the duty of ordinary care.\textsuperscript{327} For example, the Second Restatement of Torts provides that, “compliance with a legislative enactment or an administrative regulation does not prevent a finding of negligence where a reasonable man would take additional precautions.”\textsuperscript{328}

The third element of causation, however, can be difficult for litigants to prove because they must demonstrate that the nearby AFO constituted a “substantial factor” in causing their damages.\textsuperscript{329} In an area like the Yakima Valley, home to over 70 dairy facilities, it could be difficult to pinpoint just which farm was a substantial factor in causing air pollution and foul odors.

\textbf{D. Other Defenses to Common Law Causes of Action an AFO May Invoke}

In addition to the cause-of-action-specific defenses of the Right-to-Farm Act, “coming to the nuisance,” and the obtainment of a prescriptive easement, there are broader defenses that an AFO may raise in a common law action.
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1. **The Plaintiff’s Claim is Preempted by Environmental Statutes**

Defendants in common law environmental suits have argued that state and federal environmental statutes preempt some common law actions.330 In *Bradley*, the defendant smelter plant asserted that because the text of the WCAA only mentioned that it would not preempt nuisance,331 the WCAA preempted trespass actions.332 Relying on another section of the WCAA that provides that it “shall not be construed to create in any way nor to enlarge, diminish or otherwise affect in any way any private rights in any civil action for damages,”333 the Washington State Supreme Court disagreed.334 The Court held that, based on this provision, the WCAA does not preclude a suit for damages for additional common law actions like trespass.335

The U.S. Supreme Court has held that a federal statute will preempt a federal common law action if the action relates to a pollutant already regulated by the relevant federal statute.336 However, in *International Paper Company v. Ouellette*, the Court later held that federal environmental statutes do not preempt state common law actions because Congress intended to allow the states to regulate their resources.337 As such, state common law suits would not be inconsistent with the goals of the federal statute.338 In line with *Ouellette*, the Ninth Circuit held in 2002 that CERCLA did not preempt a local ordinance making the release of a hazardous substance a nuisance per se.339 Following this reasoning, so long as litigants bring a
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common law action under state common law, environmental statutes will not preempt it.

2. The Harm Caused is Not Actual, Substantial or Significant

One of the most difficult hurdles for a plaintiff to overcome is establishing that the harm to their property was “significant,” for nuisance actions or caused the “actual and substantial” harm required for a trespass. Odor is subjective, and it is difficult to prove that foul odors cause more than a “slight inconvenience or petty annoyance.”

In an article discussing common law strategies for litigation against CAFOs, Andrew Hanson, currently an attorney for the Department of Justice, suggests that agricultural defendants would not have a difficult time finding neighbors and other community members, and perhaps even other AFO owners, to testify that the odors and air pollution are not a nuisance to them, which would make the plaintiff’s experience appear subjective and hypersensitive. However, depending on the particular situation, a plaintiff living in close proximity to an AFO and suffering from the brunt of the emissions may have an easier time showing substantial harm than a plaintiff who lives further down the road. There may also be a point where nearly any reasonable person would recognize an obvious nuisance stemming from the waste and related emissions of thousands of animals and the constant application of animal manure to the land.

V. UTILIZING THE STATUTORY AND COMMON LAW FRAMEWORK TO SUPPORT CLAIMS AGAINST ANIMAL FEEDING OPERATIONS

The air quality situation in the Yakima Valley provides a
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concrete case study for examining how citizens can utilize the existing statutory frameworks and the common law to curb air emissions from AFOs, and potentially gain monetary or injunctive relief. Despite exemptions the farms enjoy from environmental statutes and the RTF statute, and in the face of likely defenses to common law actions, there is reason to believe that directly violating the law, deviating from standard agricultural practices, and causing substantial, significant harm are all actions that citizens can document to break down the exemptions and obtain desired relief.

A. Violations of Laws, Ordinances, and Administrative Rules

Citizens may be able to work around the statutory exemptions if the offending farm violated a federal or state law, administrative rule, or local ordinance. For example, residents could observe a large CAFO violating its CWA permit by activities like unlawful spreading of manure on frozen ground.\textsuperscript{345} Other violations of NPDES permits at regulated CAFOs, or violations of the RCRA at unregulated CAFOs and AFOs, such as the over-application of manure to a saturated field, would also constitute noncompliance and have happened at local dairies.\textsuperscript{346} Similarly, the failure to report hazardous releases under CERCLA and EPCRA (to the extent the statutes are applicable to the facility) would also be unlawful. However, the CWA permit system regulates only ten CAFOs in Yakima County,\textsuperscript{347} which are the only facilities required to obtain permits and comply with the CWA. The numerous remaining dairies are small enough to be considered AFOs or small CAFOs, and could, alternatively, be targeted by a RCRA action if they violate the statute.

In addition to direct causes of action pursuant to violations of environmental statutes, evidence that an AFO has violated a federal or state law, administrative rule, or local ordinance can be valuable for several reasons. First, violation of federal or state law can be direct evidence to establish a claim of

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{347} Facility/Site Search, supra note 22.
\end{itemize}
negligence and of a nuisance *per se*. A nuisance *per se* finding would allow a litigant to circumvent the RTF Act, if applicable, which requires defendants to comply with all applicable laws.

Second, MTCA provides that fertilizer application is only exempt if it is performed lawfully and is not negligent. If a regulated CAFO over-applied manure, for example, the MTCA reporting exemption would no longer apply, and citizens could sue to enforce reporting requirements if and when the CAFO emissions exceed the 100 pounds per day threshold when applying manure to fields. Third, violations can show that the farm operator deviated from standard or good agricultural practices, since obeying the law is a standard farming practice.

**B. Deviation From Standard Agricultural Practices**

Even in the absence of direct violations of the law, litigants could avoid applicability of the RTF Act by showing that an AFO or CAFO in the area deviates from standard practices by, for example, over-applying liquid manure to a saturated field. The Act would not provide nuisance immunity if the AFO did not use the Act’s required good practices, and it would arguably demonstrate negligence as a breach of ordinary care. It should be noted, however, that establishing exactly what the “standard practice” is, in a changing climate of farming, could prove difficult.

Additionally, even lawful discharges of pollutants in compliance with a CWA permit can amount to a nuisance in
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The fact that the government tolerates a nuisance is not a defense if the action still interferes with the plaintiff’s use and enjoyment of property. Thus, the 10 large CAFOs in the Yakima Valley may have permit shields against citizen suits under the statutory scheme for violations of the environmental statutes, but CWA regulation does not shield against a common law action, even when the facilities are in compliance. Even though the environmental statutes are littered with exemptions for agricultural facilities, and the remaining AFOs in the Yakima Valley are not regulated under the CWA, the statutes can still be used to demonstrate the ordinary standard of care in a common law suit.

C. Establishing Substantial or Significant Harm or Substantial Threat to Public Safety and Health

A nuisance claim requires a showing of significant harm that a reasonable person would find offensive. Similarly, a trespass of microscopic particles or odor requires “actual and substantial damages.” The RTF Act also does not protect an AFO from a nuisance action if the farm is a substantial threat to public health or safety.

The problems relating to AFOs in the Yakima Valley have been featured in numerous news articles, books, and other media, including the Oprah magazine and the pollution
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from the Yakima Valley’s dairy farms has been the subject of several lawsuits. The EPA even deems the area as one of the EPA’s environmental justice “Showcase Communities.”

Interviewed residents have said that they cannot go outside their homes, and one author said that spending time in the presence of the farms in the Yakima Valley caused him to develop “manure flu:” a mild fever, aching joints, a “phlegmatic hack,” and a raspy throat. He also recounts opening his suitcase after he returned home and being hit with the smell all over again from his odor-soaked clothing.

With all of this in mind, a jury should not have a hard time finding substantial harm, especially if the “right” plaintiff—one who has suffered from living near an AFO—brought suit. The attention the area has received for its air pollution, as well as the science backing the health effects related to living near an AFO, should qualify as substantial harm for the typical resident living near an AFO who has concrete proof of experiencing the health effects AFOs typically cause.

D. Right to Farm Statute May Not Apply if Farms Were in Existence Before AFOs Moved to the Area

Under Washington’s RTF Act, as interpreted by the Washington State Supreme Court, AFOs and CAFOs only receive immunity from nuisance actions if an individual who has encroached on an established farm or agricultural area brings the suit. In the case of the Yakima Valley, many of the residents are rural and grew up as farmers, making the
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RTF defense by an AFO inapplicable under Buchanan. Additionally, most of the AFOs did not move into the area until the 1990s, and some of the residents lived there long before the invasion of the factory farms.³⁷⁰

Residents that lived in the Yakima Valley before the AFOs moved in would be excellent candidates to maintain a nuisance action because their situation would be analogous to that of the Buchanans, who had an existing farm before the nuisance farms sprung up next door.³⁷¹ Also, as discussed above, the RTF Act’s immunities may not apply if the AFO is deviating from standard agricultural practices and/or is a threat to public health or safety.

VI. CONCLUSION

American history and ideology reveres farmers and agriculture, which leads to potential difficulties in enforcement litigation.³⁷² However, today’s AFOs are more industrial and are responsible for large amounts of air and water pollution.³⁷³

Despite the fact that CAFOs and AFOs emit hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, volatile organic compounds, and particulate matter into the air, causing documentable environmental and health problems as well as foul odor, these industries enjoy exemption under federal and Washington State environmental statutes unless they deviate from standard agricultural practices or violate the law. Common law actions often prove difficult because the harm must be substantial and objectively unreasonable. Furthermore, state right-to-farm laws insulate AFOs from nuisance liability unless the plaintiff lived in the area first, is a farmer, or the AFO is a substantial public health risk. In addition, no formal structure is in place for measuring air emissions from farming facilities, even if the aforementioned exemptions did not exist, and citizens have had little success working with the local Yakima Regional Clean Air Authority.

In light of these exemptions, and in order to succeed in their quest for relief from AFO-related air pollution and odor,
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litigants in Washington State can still utilize the statutory and common law in certain circumstances. By documenting the adverse public health effects experienced, proving that they are “substantial,” and showing the potential deviations from standard agricultural practices or the law by AFO and CAFO operators, Washington citizens may achieve a reduction in air emissions and obtain individual or public relief. This may, in turn, influence industrial farmers in Washington State and across the nation to change their practices and reduce their impact on the environment and human health.